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One reason for the poor pitch performance in current cochlear-implant users may be the highly
synchronized neural firing in electric hearing that lacks stochastic properties of neural firing in
normal acoustic hearing. This study used three different electric stimulation patterns, jittered,
probabilistic, and auditory-model-generated pulses, to mimic some aspects of the normal neural
firing pattern in acoustic hearing. Pitch discrimination was measured at standard frequencies of 100,
250, 500, and 1000 Hz on three Nucleus-24 cochlear-implant users. To test the utility of the
autocorrelation pitch perception model in electric hearing, one, two, and four electrodes were
stimulated independently with the same patterned electric stimulation. Results showed no
improvement in performance with any experimental pattern compared to the fixed-rate control. Pitch
discrimination was actually worsened with the jittered pattern at low frequencies �125 and 250 Hz�
than that of the control, suggesting that externally introduced stochastic properties do not improve
pitch perception in electric stimulation. The multiple-electrode stimulation did not improve
performance but did not degrade performance either. The present results suggest that both “the right
time and the right place” may be needed to restore normal pitch perception in cochlear-implant
users. © 2005 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.1937228�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pitch perception has been studied for more than
150 years but its underlying mechanisms still remain elusive
�Ohm, 1843; Helmholtz, 1863�. Two theories have been pro-
posed based on temporal neural firing patterns �Wever, 1948;
Siebert, 1970; Goldstein and Srulovicz, 1977� and the place
of excitation in the cochlea �Zwicker, 1956; Henning, 1967�.
In the temporal theory, the pitch of a stimulus is determined
by the interval between two adjacent neural firings. Strictly
speaking, a pure temporal model is independent of the place
of excitation in the cochlea. In the place theory, the pitch is
determined by the place of excitation in the cochlea, al-
though the exact meaning of the “place” is still debatable
with the sharp apical edge, rather than the excitation peak, in
the excitation pattern being a more likely code for the place
pitch �Chatterjee and Zwislocki, 1997�.

To account for pitch of complex stimuli, such as residual
pitch and periodicity pitch �Ritsma, 1962; Schouten et al.,
1962; Ritsma, 1963�, an autocorrelation model has been pro-
posed, in which pitch is interpreted as the peak in the auto-
correlation function of the neuron response to the stimuli
�Licklider, 1951�. In a recently extended model �Meddis and
Hewitt, 1991�, complex tones were passed through a bank of
gammatone filters followed by a hair-cell simulator which
converted the mechanical motion of the basilar membrane
into spike trains propagated along the auditory nerve fiber.
An autocorrelation function on the function �ACF� relating
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probability of neural firing to time was generated for each
auditory nerve fiber. A summary autocorrelation function
was generated by summing up the autocorrelation functions
from these individual fibers. Pitch was determined by the
largest peak in the summary autocorrelation function. The
computational model of Meddis et al. has successfully pre-
dicted several of the classical pitch phenomena, such as the
missing fundamental, ambiguous pitch, and inharmonicity.

Variations of the temporal model also exist. For ex-
ample, several researchers proposed the “first-order” theory
�Srulovicz and Goldstein, 1983; Kaernbach and Demany,
1998�, suggesting that the auditory system is sensitive only
to the first-order intervals, i.e., the interval between two ad-
jacent spikes, between successive spikes in the neural firing.
In a stream of neural firing with different intervals, pitch is
derived from the longest first-order interval. Carlyon et al.
�2002� provided evidence for an even stronger first-order
model, in which only the interspike intervals contribute to
the temporal pitch percept, with the longest first-order inter-
vals receiving more weights than the short first-order inter-
vals.

Based on these temporal pitch theories, the pitch
strength ought to be more salient in electric hearing than
acoustic hearing, because the neurophysiological studies
have found that neural spikes are highly synchronized to
electric stimuli �Kiang and Moxon, 1972; Hartmann et al.,
1984; Dynes and Delgutte, 1992; Litvak et al., 2001�. How-
ever, behavioral pitch discrimination data in electric hearing
do not support this prediction. Compared to the sharp pitch
discrimination in normal-hearing listeners who can detect
1% or less difference for frequencies up to 4000 Hz �Harris,

1952; Moore, 1973; Wier et al., 1977; Nelson et al., 1983�,
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cochlear-implant listeners can only detect 10%–25% differ-
ences for frequencies up to 500 Hz and typically cannot dis-
criminate any pitch difference for frequencies higher than
500 Hz �Bilger, 1977; Eddington et al., 1978; Shannon,
1983a; Carlyon et al., 2002; Zeng, 2002; Chen and Zeng,
2004�. The poor pitch discrimination is likely responsible for
the cochlear-implant users’ extreme difficulty in speech rec-
ognition in noise �Friesen et al., 2001; Garnham et al., 2002�,
music appreciation �Gfeller and Lansing, 1991; Gfeller et al.,
1997; Pijl, 1997; Kong et al., 2004�, and tonal language un-
derstanding �Wei et al., 2004�.

One apparent reason for poor pitch discrimination in co-
chlear implant users may be the lack of sharp frequency tun-
ing in electric hearing. Neurophysiological data showed no
tuning at all to electric stimulus frequency as long as the
stimulus was delivered to the same pair of electrodes �Kiang
and Moxon, 1972; Hartmann et al., 1984�. The place code
can be only crudely reproduced or represented by a limited
number of electrodes placed in different sites of the cochlea.
More often than not, the number of independent electrodes is
further reduced by electrical current filed interaction between
electrodes �Shannon, 1983b; Fishman et al., 1997�.

The discrepancy between the temporal pitch model pre-
diction and the behavioral data may be due to the significant
difference in stochastic neural firing between acoustic and
electric stimulation �Rose et al., 1967; Javel et al., 1987; van
den Honert and Stypulkowski, 1987�. Figure 1 shows the
interspike-interval �ISI� histogram for neural responses to
acoustic and electric stimuli. The top panel shows the ISI
histogram for a single auditory nerve fiber in response to a
pure tone at 200 Hz, while the bottom panel shows the ISI
histogram in response to a biphasic pulse train at
200 pulses/ s. There is clearly greater variability in neural
firing in response to acoustic stimulation than electric stimu-
lation. First, at the stimulus period �5 ms� and its multiples,
the neural firing has much greater standard deviation in
acoustic hearing than in electric hearing. Second, the neural
firing occurs randomly at many more modes �the stimulus
period and its multiples� in acoustic stimulation than electric

FIG. 1. The histogram of the interspike intervals for a single neuron fiber in
response to a pure tone with frequency of 200 Hz �top panel� and a biphasic
pulse train with stimulation rate of 200 pulses/s �reproduced from Javel�.
stimulation.
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Restoring similar stochastic responses in electric stimu-
lation may enhance the pitch extraction process and signal
detection at threshold level in cochlear implants �Morse and
Evans, 1999; Rubinstein et al., 1999; Zeng et al., 2000�. This
has been investigated by using high-rate ��2000 Hz� stimu-
lation and adding white noise to a fixed-rate stimulus, while
another possible way to introduce stochastic resonance is to
temporally modulate pulse trains by a stochastic function. As
it is also shown in the auditory model, pitch extraction is an
analysis not only “within-channel” but also “between-
channel.” In the model, if each channel is independent, ACF
from different channels will have the same peaks at the pe-
riod of the stimuli and small peaks at different delay because
of the noise. In the summary ACF, the significance of com-
mon peaks is the same as that from one channel, but other
peaks are smaller because of the process of averaging. There-
fore, the model predicts better performance with multiple
channels if each channel is independent but has a similar
pulse pattern. It is unknown whether this temporal informa-
tion from different channels could be utilized for high-level
pitch extraction in electric hearing.

The main questions addressed in this study were: �1� To
what extent do we have to reproduce the normal temporal
discharge patterns in electric stimulation to improve cochlear
implant pitch discrimination? �2� Can multiple-electrode
stimulation improve the performance as predicted by the au-
tocorrelation model? �3� Does the site of stimulation matter
in electric pitch discrimination? To answer the first question,
we designed three types of novel electric stimulus patterns,
including jittered pulses, probabilistic pulses, and auditory-
model-generated pulses, which mimic either one or several
aspects of the ISI pattern in response to a sinusoid in acoustic
stimulation. To answer the second question, we tested pitch
discrimination using single- and multiple-electrode stimula-
tion. To answer the third question, we used different spacing
between stimulating electrodes in the multiple-electrode con-
dition. To the best of our knowledge, none of the experimen-
tal conditions have been reported in the literature.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

One male and two female adults �S1–S3� who were
postlingually deafened and implanted with Nucleus-24 de-
vices took part in this study. The subjects ranged in age from
70 to 79 years with a mean age of 73 years and were all
native speakers of American English. All of the subjects had
extensive psychophysical test experience and were compen-
sated for their participation in the study. Local IRB approval
and informed consent were obtained prior to the experi-
ments. Table I lists the detailed information of the subjects.
Vowel stimuli were taken from materials recorded by �Hill-
enbrand et al., 1995� and consonant stimuli were taken from
materials created by �Turner et al., 1992�. The stimuli were
presented to cochlear implant listeners with custom software

�Robert, 1997�.
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B. Stimuli

Three pulse trains with different temporal patterns were
used in this study to mimic one or more aspects of the sto-
chastic neural firing in acoustic stimulation. As an example
with the 1000 Hz standard frequency, Fig. 2 shows the con-
structed ISI histograms and the first 20 ms of these three
pulse trains.

1. Jittered pulses

In the jittered pulses, the interpulse interval followed a
Gaussian distribution with a mean at the standard frequency
and a standard deviation of d. In the present experiment, d
was set at 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, or 0.3. When d=0, the jitters were
removed to produce the traditional fixed-rate pulse train. We
noted that Dobie and Dillier �1985� conducted jitter discrimi-
nation on two Ineraid cochlear-implant users and found a
detection threshold of about 10% at the stimulation rate of
1000 Hz. No pitch discrimination of the jittered pulses has

TABLE I. Subject information of the three Nucleus-

Subject Gender
Age
�yr�

Cause of
deafness

S1 F 71 Fever
S2 M 79 Unknown
S3 F 70 Virus

FIG. 2. �a� The interspike-interval histograms for three different types of s

�from top to bottom�. �b� The pulse trains for the three different types of stimuli
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been reported. The standard deviation was set at 0.3 in Fig.
2. As can be seen from the ISI histogram in Fig. 2, the
jittered pulses produced a random distribution at the first
mode �i.e., the period� that was similar to the normally pro-
duced ISI pattern in acoustic stimulation �Fig. 1�.

2. Probabilistic pulses

In the probabilistic pulses, the occurrence of a pulse in
the pulse train was determined by a probability p. When p
=1, the probabilistic pulses were equivalent to a fixed-rate
pulse train. When p was less than 1, the total number of
pulses in the probabilistic pulses equaled the number of
pulses in the fixed-rate pulse train� p. The interval between
two consecutive pulses was multiples of the period in the
fixed-rate train. In the present study, the value of p was set at
1, 0.8, 0.5, or 0.3 �the value of 0.3 was used in Fig. 2�. The
probabilistic pulses produced multiple modes but no jitters in
the ISI histogram �middle panel in Fig. 2�.

chlear-implant users who participated in this study.

Duration
of implant

use �yr�
Vowel

recognition
Consonant
recognition

4 51% 54%
2 38% 51%
7 64% 70%

i: jittered pulses, probabilistic pulses, and auditory-model-generated pulses
24 co
timul

. Only the first 20 ms of the pulse trains are shown here.
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3. Auditory-model-generated pulses

The pulses were generated by Meddis’s auditory model,
which incorporated a basilar membrane model �DRNL�
�Lopez-Poveda and Meddis, 2001�, gammatone filters, an in-
ner hair cell model �Meddis, 1986�, and an auditory nerve
model �Carney, 1993�. A C++ implementation of the audi-
tory model was provided by Meddis and his colleagues and
implemented on a PC as DSAM libraries. Default values
were used for all parameters in the model. Twenty auditory
nerve fibers were selected to have characteristic frequencies
�CF� ranging from 20 to 10000 Hz. The output of each fiber
in response to a sinusoid of a standard frequency was used to
define a pulse train in electric hearing. The bottom panel of
Fig. 2 shows an auditory nerve fiber’s �CF=1000 Hz� ISI
response to a 1000 Hz sinusoid.

The present pitch discrimination test used standard fre-
quencies of 100, 250, 500, and 1000 Hz. Stimuli were pre-
sented to one, two, or four active electrodes, respectively.
When one electrode was presented, the selected electrode
had a CF that was based on the Greenwood map �Green-
wood, 1990� and was presumably equal to the stimulus’s
standard frequency. When multiple electrodes were pre-
sented, the most apical electrode was the same as in the
single-electrode case, while the remaining electrodes were
selected based on zero-, one-, or two-electrode separation.
For example, the electrode pair selected for single electrode
condition at the 1000 Hz standard frequency was �12,14�. In
the two-electrode condition, the two electrode pairs were
�12,14� and �13,15� with zero separation, �12,14� and �14,16�
with one-electrode separation, and �12,14� and �15,17� with
two-electrode separation.

Each pulse was converted into a biphasic pulse �negative
pulse first followed by a short gap and a positive pulse� in
electric stimulation with a total duration of 500 ms, a per-
phase duration of 50 �s, and a phase separation of 5 �s.
Bipolar �BP+1� configuration mode was always used, result-
ing in a 1.5 mm spacing between two intracochlear elec-
trodes. In multiple-electrode stimulation, the biphasic pulses
were interleaved between electrodes with a delay of 10 �s
toward apex. The electric stimuli were delivered to the sub-
ject and controlled via a customized research interface1 �Sh-
annon et al., 1990�.

C. Procedures

The dynamic range for each selected electrode was mea-
sured individually using jittered pulses with d=0.2, probabi-
listic pulses with p=0.8, and auditory-model-generated
pulses, respectively, at all standard frequencies. The thresh-
old �THR� was the level that the stimuli were just perceptible
for subjects. The most comfortable level �MCL�, defined as
65%–70% of the maximum loudness level that subjects
could tolerate, was employed as the stimulus level. For
multiple-electrode stimulation, the dynamic range of each
electrode was measured first and the MCL of the stimulation
with all electrodes was obtained by proportionally increasing
the amplitude of each electrode based on its dynamic range.
For example, in the condition of two electrodes, the dynamic

ranges for electrode 20 �THR=45 dB� and electrode 18
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�THR=50 dB� were 10 and 5 dB, respectively. To measure
the MCL of the stimulation with these two electrodes, sub-
jects first received threshold stimulation on the both elec-
trodes, 18 and 20. And then the amplitude of each electrode
was increased by a certain percentage �10%� of the dynamic
range �2 dB on electrode 20 and 1 dB on electrode 18� until
the MCL was reached. A loudness balance procedure was
used to balance all stimuli before the test. To further discour-
age the use of the loudness cue, the amplitude of each inter-
val was roved by a value that was uniformly distributed be-
tween −1 and 0 dB �see Chen and Zeng, 2004� so that the
levels of all three stimuli in each trial were randomized 1 dB
lower than their MCLs. Finally, the stochastic nature of these
pulses produced additional uncertainties in terms of the total
number of the pulses and the interpulse duration, making the
use of the loudness cue highly unlikely. The only exception
was for the auditory-model-generated pulses, whose number
would decrease when the signal frequency was increased to
be greater than the electrode’s CF. This was because the neu-
ral activities gradually shifted to the next adjacent channel in
the model when signal frequency approached the center fre-
quency of the next channel. If this were the case, subjects
would recognize the signal by picking the relatively softer
sound. However, because of the amplitude roving, the loud-
ness might be a cue only if the frequency of the signal was
much higher than the standard frequency and it would not
necessarily affect the result of the experiment.

Pitch discrimination was measured using a three-
interval, forced-choice, adaptive procedure. In each trial, a
subject heard 3 sounds, including two sounds with the stan-
dard frequency and a signal with higher frequency. The order
of presentation was randomized. The subject was asked to
identify the interval with the highest pitch by pressing a but-
ton on the computer monitor. Graphical feedback was given
after each trial. A two-down, one-up decision rule was em-
ployed to track the 70.7% correct point on the psychometric
function. To complete each run, the subject had to incur ei-
ther 13 reversals or 60 trials with at least 8 reversals. The
step size was about 25% of the standard frequency for the
first 4 reversals and reduced to 3%–5% after that. All sub-
jects completed 3 successful runs with an average standard
deviation of about 50% of the mean value.

III. RESULTS

A. Jittered pulses

Figure 3 shows the individual data �panels� in pitch dis-
crimination of jittered pulses in terms of the difference limen
�Hz� as a function of the standard deviation at four standard
frequencies �100, 250, 500, and 1000 Hz�. Each data point is
the mean of three trials and the error bar represents the stan-
dard deviation of the mean. Had the jitters helped pitch dis-
crimination performance, a negative-sloping curve would be
expected in the data. Except for the 250 Hz condition in S3
where the difference limen decreased with the standard de-
viation, there was no evidence supporting the idea that add-
ing jitters improved pitch discrimination. The jitter degraded
the performance at the 100 Hz standard frequency while pro-

ducing no effects on performance at high frequencies
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��250 Hz�. A within-subjects ANOVA supported these ob-
servations by revealing a significant effect of the standard
frequency �F�3,6�=5.9, p�0.05�, with a significant effect of
the standard deviation at only the 100 Hz standard frequency
�F�3,6�=5.9, p�0.05�.

Figure 4 shows the average pitch discrimination data for
jittered pulses as a function of the number of active elec-
trodes at four standard frequencies �panels�. Since the elec-
trode spacing produced no significant effect in either the

FIG. 3. Individual data �panels� in pitch discrimination of jittered pulses in
terms of the difference limen �Hz� as a function of the standard deviation at
four standard frequencies �100, 250, 500 and 1000 Hz�. Each data point is
the mean of three trials and the error bars show the standard deviation of
these trials.

FIG. 4. The average pitch discrimination data for jittered pulses as a func-
tion of the number of active electrodes at four standard frequencies �panels�.
In each panel, different symbols represent pitch discrimination in difference

limens with standard deviation of 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3.
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two-electrode condition �F�2,4�=3.3, p�0.05� or the four-
electrode condition �F�1,2�=6.9, p�0.05�, pitch discrimina-
tion data were averaged across the different electrode spac-
ing conditions for presentation and analysis. Different
symbols represent pitch discrimination with the standard de-
viation of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively. With a 0.0
standard deviation �open circles�, the jittered pulses were the
same as the traditionally used fixed-rate pulses. The one-
electrode data were the same as plotted in Fig. 3. Three im-
portant points can be noted in this figure. First, there was no
effect of the number of electrodes on pitch discrimination
because the overall pattern of the data was essentially flat.
Second, pitch discrimination in terms of the difference limen
increased with standard frequencies, noting the ascending
trend in difference limens from left to right panels.
Third, consistent with the single-electrode data, jitters
degraded the performance only at the 100 Hz frequency.
A three-way �standard frequency�electrode number
�standard deviation� repeated-measures ANOVA showed a
significant effect of the standard frequency �F�3,6�
=167.1, p�0.01�. Although the standard deviation was not a
significant factor in the three-way ANOVA due to the over-
whelmingly large variability caused by the standard fre-
quency, a two-way ANOVA showed a significant effect of
standard deviation only at the 100 Hz standard frequency
�F�3,6�=23.9, p�0.01�.

B. Probabilistic pulses

Figure 5 shows individual pitch discrimination data for
probabilistic pulses as a function of pulse probability. Differ-
ent symbols represent the data at standard frequencies of
100, 250, 500, and 1000 Hz. No improvement in pitch dis-
crimination was observed in any of the three subjects. The
general trend was similar to the data obtained with the fixed-
rate stimuli. Difference limen increased with the standard
frequency and was nearly independent of the probability ex-
cept for the 100 Hz standard frequency. A within-subjects
ANOVA revealed that the standard frequency produced a sig-
nificant effect �F�3,6�=12.0, p�0.01�, and that the probabi-
listic pulses significantly increased the difference limen only
at the 100 Hz standard frequency �F�3,6�=12.5, p�0.01�.

Figure 6 shows the average pitch discrimination data for
probabilistic pulses as a function of the number of active
electrodes at four standard frequencies �panels�. Since the
electrode spacing produced no significant effect in either the
two-electrode condition �F�2,4�=4.4, p�0.05� or the four-
electrode condition �F�1,2�=0.01, p�0.05�, pitch discrimi-
nation data were averaged across the different electrode
spacing conditions for presentation and analysis. Open
circles denote the pitch discrimination for p=1, at which the
probabilistic-pulse train was the same as the fixed-rate pulse
train. Similar to the three trends in the jittered pulse experi-
ment, the difference limen for the probabilistic pulses was
independent of the number of electrodes �F�2,4�=2.4, p
�0.05�, increased with the standard frequency �F�3,6�
=19.1, p�0.05�, and decreased with the probability only at

the 100 Hz standard frequency �F�3,6�=32.8, p�0.01�.
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C. Auditory-model-generated pulses

Figure 7 shows the average pitch discrimination data for
the auditory-model-generated pulses �closed symbols con-
nected by the solid line� and the fixed-rate pulses �open
circles connected by the dashed line� as a function of the
number of active electrodes at four standard frequencies
�panels�. Since the electrode spacing produced no significant
effect in either the two-electrode condition �F�2,4�
=0.001, p�0.05� or the four-electrode condition �F�1,2�

FIG. 5. Individual data �panels� in pitch discrimination of probabilistic
pulses in terms of the difference limen �Hz� as a function of the pulse
probability at four standard frequencies �100, 250, 500, and 1000 Hz�. Each
data point is the mean of three trials and the error bars show the standard
deviation of these trials.

FIG. 6. The average pitch discrimination data for probabilistic pulses as a
function of the number of active electrodes at four standard frequencies
�panels�. In each panel, different symbols represent pitch discrimination in

difference limens with probability of 1, 0.8, 0.5, and 0.3.
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=11.3, p�0.05�, pitch discrimination data were averaged
across the different electrode spacing conditions for presen-
tation and analysis. Similar to the trends in the jittered and
probabilistic pulse experiments, the difference limen for the
auditory-model-generated was independent of the number of
electrodes �F�2,4�=0.38, p�0.05� and increased with the
standard frequency �F�3,6�=18.5, p�0.01�. In addition, the
auditory-model-generated pulses produced significantly
poorer performance than the fixed-rate pulses across the
number of electrodes and standard frequencies �F�1,2�
=32.1, p�0.01�.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Temporal patterns

The most important finding in the present study was that
none of the three types of stochastic pulses produced better
performance in pitch discrimination than the traditional
fixed-rate pulses. To the extent that the ISI histogram reflects
the normal temporal firing properties, the auditory-model-
generated pulses best represent the normal neural temporal
response. However, the present result shows worst perfor-
mance with the auditory-model-generated pulses, especially
at low standard frequencies. As mentioned in Sec. II B, if
loudness were an effective cue in the present experiment, we
would expect better performance with the auditory-model-
generated pulses. The present result was not consistent with
the potential use of loudness cue in pitch discrimination.

It is difficult to explain why the auditory-model-general
pulses produced the worst performance. In acoustic stimula-
tion, not only is the spike activity stochastic in single audi-
tory nerve fibers but also the activities across different fibers
are stochastic and independent �Johnson and Kiang, 1976�.
The brain may need to compare statistically independent
temporal firing patterns between fibers to produce optimal
performance. These statistically independent across-fiber
spike activities are difficult to achieve with current cochlear
implant technology.

The randomness introduced by the present methods did
not affect performance at high standard frequencies

FIG. 7. The average pitch discrimination data auditory-model-generated
pulses �closed symbols connected by the solid line� and the fixed-rate pulses
�open circles connected by the dashed line� as a function of the number of
active electrodes at four standard frequencies �panels�. Data were averaged
across three subjects and different electrode spacing. The error bars show
the standard deviation of the three subjects.
��250 Hz� but significantly degraded performance at the
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100 Hz standard frequency range. The present result indi-
cates that an accurate temporal cue is essential for pitch dis-
crimination at low frequencies in electric hearing with cur-
rent cochlear implant technology. Disruption of this temporal
cue by introducing randomness to either the period in jittered
pulses or the first-order interval in probabilistic pulses will
degrade pitch discrimination at low frequencies. At high fre-
quencies, the neuronal membrane and central circuitry will
likely produce stochastic response, thus adding randomness
in the stimulus will less likely affect pitch discrimination at
these high frequencies.

B. Autocorrelation models

According to the autocorrelation theory, pitch informa-
tion extracted from multiple channels should be more salient
than that from a single channel if each channel is indepen-
dent but contains the same information. Furthermore, pitch
perception for multiple channels should be robust in the pres-
ence of jitters, because these jitters would likely be averaged
out in the process of the summarizing between channels.
However, the present result showed that neither multiple-
electrode stimulation nor electrode spacing produced any
significant difference in pitch discrimination compared with
single-electrode stimulation. This result was inconsistent
with the autocorrelation theory’s prediction.

There are three possible reasons that could explain the
failure of improvement of pitch in cochlear implant users
using auditory models. The first reason is that current co-
chlear implants do not provide the critical number of inde-
pendent channels for this autocorrelation model to aggregate
and then extract adequate pitch information. The second pos-
sible reason is that pitch requires that not only the proper
temporal information be present in each channel, but also
this temporal information come from the proper place
�Miller and Sachs, 1984; Shamma, 1985b; Oxenham et al.
2004�. While it is relatively difficult to differentiate these
models in acoustic hearing because of the tightly coupled
temporal-place information, modern cochlear implants pro-
vide ample opportunities to explore and test these working
hypotheses. The third plausible class of explanation comes
from the lack of consistent timing differences between chan-
nels, as proposed by Loeb et al. �1983� and by Shamma
�1985a�. For the simplicity of the implementation, the
present study used 10 �s fixed delay between channels dis-
regarding the electrode and electrode spacing. The future
implementation of the model should take this into account
and a variable time delay depending on the location of the
stimulation could be used.

C. Practical considerations

Current speech strategies in most cochlear implants de-
liver electric stimulation by temporally amplitude-
modulating a fixed-rate pulse train, disregarding the fine
structure information. Pitch information, in these strategies,
is coded by either the modulation frequency in the time do-
main or the location of the stimulation in the “place” domain.
Unfortunately, neither delivers a salient pitch percept as evi-

denced by the poor pitch discrimination via stimulation rate
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only �Bilger, 1977; Eddington et al. 1978; Shannon, 1983a;
Carlyon et al. 2002; Zeng et al. 2002; Chen and Zeng, 2004�
or electrode position only, due to electrode interaction �Sh-
annon, 1983b; Fishman et al. 1997� and frequency-to-
electrode mismatch �Townshend et al., 1987�. In a normal
auditory system, pitch information is encoded by both place
and temporal cues. The failure to improve pitch perception
by stochastic pulses suggests that to restore normal pitch
perception in cochlear implants, future processing strategies
may need to take both place and temporal cues into account.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Three stochastic temporal patterns were used to fre-
quency modulate a fixed-rate pulse train in an attempt to
improve pitch perception in cochlear-implant users. The
three temporal patterns simulated one or several aspects of
the stochastic temporal firing pattern observed in a normal
auditory nerve fiber in response to a pure-tone stimulus in
acoustic hearing. Perceptual results showed that, compared
with the traditional fixed-rate pulse train stimulation, the
three stochastic temporal patterns did not improve pitch dis-
crimination in electric hearing but actually degraded perfor-
mance at low frequencies ��250 Hz�. Neither multiple-
electrode stimulation nor electrode spacing significantly
affected pitch discrimination in cochlear implants, suggest-
ing that a strict version of the autocorrelation model for pitch
perception needs to be required, and additionally, that the
absolute place information may need to be taken into account
to restore normal pitch perception in cochlear implant users.
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